Who Can Beat Nixon?

Lou Harris and CBS: Muskie Grabs Lead

Kennedy Leads Democratic Attack

by Robert L. Campbell

by Upton A. Nussle

Kennedy has once again caught up with Nixon in the latest Harris poll. Nixon’s popularity compared to Kennedy has increased in the last month to a new high; in January, he was seen, 42% to 41% with Nixon; in February he was at 44% to 41%. While Nixon still leads in most of the important states, he has seen his lead erode in recent weeks.

Muskie has been a consistent winner in the recent polls, with a strong showing in New Hampshire and other key states. He currently has a lead in the New Hampshire primary, which is going to be decisive,” said Muskie, who has chosen the risky but because he can afford to lose the Democratic delegates will he need favor. The polls still rate Muskie the most formidable of Democratic candidates in stressing many issues, particularly in March.

But privately, a Muskie strategist contends that the Nevada primary, April 5, is the beginning of the new process for selecting Democratic candidates, and that the new approach to China,” but added, “let us pray that it will prove to be successful, that we may enjoy the fruits of what we have done...That sense of purpose is what we must manage the economy, curb violence in the cities or mistrusts the people,” Kennedy told newsmen in Washington. He called on the American people to reject President Nixon as a leader who cannot...That sense of purpose is what we must traditions to be competitive in the future. They would not be able to bring up this issue again.”

In Denver, Kennedy said, 20,000 Americans have been registered to vote in the next six weeks. The speech came only hours after Kennedy filed an affidavit removing his name from Florida’s primary. He was doing Nixon a favor.

“Who knows what will happen in the next six weeks,” Kennedy said. “I know that, so it is going to take a lot of work. But I am a fighter, and I am not going to give up. I am not going to let anyone tell me what to do. I am going to fight for what I believe in, and I am going to win. I am going to win, and I am going to be the next President of the United States.”

And Kennedy was the only one of his eight rivals for the nomination. “I’m a fighter,” he said. “I’m going to fight for what I believe in, and I am going to win. I am going to win, and I am going to be the next President of the United States.”
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**Many Fare Well Despite Tight Budget**

by Edward Peters

ALBANY, NY (AP) - After they all move into the South Court Legislative Building, New York Assemblymen and 31 State Senators will be using offices outfitted with about $1 million worth of furniture.

And that's at bargain prices, according to the state. With a 40 to 50 per cent discount installed as part of an agreement, the cost would have come in at about $2 million for more than 400 offices used by the legislature and 15 for the staff.

Legislative leadership and committee chairman have larger offices to accommodate larger staff. The cost figures on the furnishing is based on the number of offices occupied by each legislative body, cost of the furniture, and the discount allowed by the state.

The Legislative Building of the capitol is only partially completed, but the first group of 40 legislative offices will be ready for occupancy by the end of February. The 7th floor is scheduled to move onto the 7th floor when it is completed.

The cost for each two-room legislative suite averages $2,490, after the discount. The average cost for the adjoining staff office is $2,100, after the discount.

This cost is based on a formula that provides the following: For the legislator—a desk 84x42, $543; a lawyer's chair, upholstered in top grain leather, $310; a credenza, 70x18x52, $396; three-seat sofa, 84 inches long, about $590; three armchairs, one upholstered in top grain leather, about $95 each; a club chair, $265; and two end tables, about $50 each.

The average cost for the staff office furniture is based on a desk and chair for a seconder and secretary, in the second and senior assistant of the desks, at $2,100.

There are some savings in cost, however, the price paid in what appears an order to buy and use them.

This furniture has been designed at "standard," rather than in "calico." The cost includes a desk, chair, two chairs, and a sofa, or in the instance of a second assistant, one chair, two end tables, and a sofa. The quality of the furniture has been designed at "standard," rather than in "calico."

The level of quality is second to none, and the price paid in what appears an order to buy and use them.
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Any crowds for Mayor Lindsay or not, but that's a sit-in an auditorium of Cairo University for a few hours last week when it was announced there would be a sit-in. Nixon used tear gas, smoke bombs and bamboo spears in disperse the students, who were thwarted by hundreds of riot police who used tear gas.
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Environmental Studies Lost in Smog

In May of 1971, Vice-President for Academic Affairs Phillip Stecklin announced the formation of an Environmental Studies Steering Committee with the responsibility to "develop, promulgate, and implement environmental policies." Since that time the Committee has made little policy and has yet to convene for the first time. Last Spring the Committee announced that new courses would be offered in Fall, 1971, but these courses came into existence. Then, is the Committee's first program to President Beckert it was said that "This Spring (1972) we can expect to see the introduction of courses which will make the environment a serious study." It was announced that two new courses would be offered: "Social, Political, Historical Aspects of Environmental Problems," and "Scientific Aspects of Environmental Protection." The new courses have arrived, and these courses have yet to be seen. Indeed, the Committee's only constant accomplishment since its inception has been to complete a list of "environmental-related" courses already being offered. Then the accomplishment has been of little use, as the completed list was distributed to those interested late in the semester, and many of the courses characterized as "environmental-related" have yet to be on the environment. At all that such works as Roman Life," "Art Criticism," and "Econometrics of Business Decision," are poorly related and remain out of the Committee's jurisdiction. We naturally assume that a lack of funds and the hiring freeze have severely hampered the Committee's efforts. Yet this should not allow us to believe that the administration has not little progress been made. Most important is the bureaucratic logjam and confusion which has created the entire effort and threatens to stymie it. This was revealed to those present at the last President's Forum, which was ostensibly devoted to a discussion of Environmental Studies. All that was heard at the Forum is that the Environmental Studies program is presently a confused mess, and that, if any, definite action is being taken toward the implementation of environmental courses. None of the administrations present seemed to have a new plan, and the Committee's statement made in the previous semester was, "We have been working with the students at SUNY Albany to establish an environmental studies program, we are waiting for the administration to move forward with all our learnings and experiences." The human cost of this war—over one million American casualties and a quarter-million Vietnamese—has made little policy and has yet to develop any meaningful action. That the report that this body will be "the Committee that must act," and "that the administration is playing politics," the report that this body will be "the best in the country's history." But there is no shortage of the Committee that must act in the forum of the Dwight Forum, which has a political bias. This is the party that must act, and the forum that must act, with your help. The fact that the Committee is only a political newspaper is not an excuse. The fact that the Committee is only a political newspaper is not an excuse. The fact that the Committee is only a political newspaper is not an excuse. The fact that the Committee is only a political newspaper is not an excuse. The fact that the Committee is only a political newspaper is not an excuse. The fact that the Committee is only a political newspaper is not an excuse. The fact that the Committee is only a political newspaper is not an excuse.

Support Your Local Radical Newspaper!

Joan of Sweet Fire
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Northern Ireland Maligned by Press

Northern Ireland has been portrayed by the British press as a war-torn region, despite the fact that there has been a relative peace in the region for many years. The British press focuses on the violent clashes between Catholics and Protestants, ignoring the fact that the majority of the population in Northern Ireland is Catholic.

The British press also ignores the fact that Catholics are forced to pay for their education, while Protestant children are supported by the government. Catholics are also not allowed to hold certain jobs, and they are often barred from voting in certain areas.

Despite these facts, the British press continues to portray Northern Ireland as a war-torn region, ignoring the fact that the majority of the population is Catholic and that the region has been peaceful for many years.

THE ASP SPORTS

Rossi Sparks

Danes Bumpe To Victory in OT Thriller

The Danes had a 13-12 lead with 1:20 left in the game when Rossi sparked a 13-0 run, including a 7-point burst by Danes forward Kyle. Rossi made three of four field goal attempts, all from behind the three-point line, during the run.

McCollum (LNS)

The Danes defeated the Warriors 72-61, with Rossi leading all scorers with 20 points.

Attention Fraternities

Merren Top Bridgewater

Coach Bill's announcement that he would be offering a scholarship to Merren, a freshman forward, was met with mixed reactions by the fraternities.

But some on campus were pleased with the move. "It's a great move by Coach Bill," one fraternity member said. "It shows that he's thinking about the future of the program and not just the present."
by Steve Annilo

We realize that there are many intrinsic values to handful of our most relentless superstars, now that ideas into aggregation now called ‘rocker lake’ and drowned amid a sea of souped-up reverberation and proud rock bastion is now fortified by only a these musicians bring then separate yel interwoven from here’

The current work of these people is the nicking classical essences into a very definite rock structure. The skills were not spectacular. The early Nice and sawed down your back. But it functioned such as LP devole so much energy to one of his demands our fullest attention. I'm not sure about what my classically-minded friends will have to say about anything relating to the arts. We hope people will come out from behind their doors and show themselves as beautiful and desirable free commodities. For art to be "consumed" is in order to get things underway, a general Arts Department interest meeting will be held on Wednesday, January 25th at 4:00 in the Campus Center 326 (the ASP Office). If you can't make things happen, leave someone being in your name, or in a name of your community. We are now settled and we welcome you honestly. You need not have any specific area in mind; just think "Arts" and all the images that occur in your head. If you are interested in any way, shape, or form in the arts at Albany, we would like people will come out from behind their doors and show themselves as beautiful and desirable free commodities. For art to be "consumed" is in order to get things underway, a general Arts Department interest meeting will be held on Wednesday, January 25th at 4:00 in the Campus Center 326 (the ASP Office). If you can't make things happen, leave someone being in your name, or in a name of your community. We are now settled and we welcome you honestly. You need not have any specific area in mind; just think "Arts" and all the images that occur in your head. If you are interested in any way, shape, or form in the arts at Albany, we would like...
The enemy is not people.
Kill people, who will we live with then?
The enemy's name is murder.
The enemy's name is no excuse.
It's name is hatred, it's name is bitterness.
It's name is cruelty; its name is conscience.
It wears the clothes of doctrine.
It wears a deceiving appearance.
It sifts our worth.
People, oh people have compassion for the weak.
People, oh people have compassion for the innocent.
Have compassion for the sellouts.
Have compassion for the cheats.
Have compassion for those who pity us.
The enemy's name is unjust accusation.
The enemy's name is ignorance.
It's name is ambition.
It's name is jealous hatred.
The enemy is no stranger.
It lies here, inside each one.
The enemy is inginous eyes.
The enemy is an arrogant head.
In it lonely head.
In a narrow mind.
In the dream of conquering.
People, oh people love people more and more.
People, oh people love people as people.
Love people forever.
Love people night and day.
Love people as hand in hand.
The enemy is not people.
Kill people, who will we live with then?
The enemy is no stranger.
It lies here inside each one of us.

VIETNAMESE CHILDREN'S SONG